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Lifehacker: 88 Tech Tricks to Turbocharge Your DayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Redefine your personal productivity by tweaking, modding, mashing up, and repurposing Web apps, desktop software, and common everyday objects. The 88 "life hacks" -- clever shortcuts and lesser-known, faster ways to complete a task -- in this book are some of the best in Lifehacker.com's online archive. Every chapter describes an...
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Network Programming with PerlAddison Wesley, 2000
Network Programming with Perl is  a comprehensive, example-rich guide to creating network-based applications using  the Perl programming language. Among its many capabilities, modern Perl provides  a straightforward and powerful interface to TCP/IP, and this book shows you how  to leverage these...
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Objective-C Quick Syntax Reference (Expert's Voice in Objective-C)Apress, 2013

	The Objective-C Quick Syntax Reference is a condensed code and syntax reference to the popular Objective-C programming language, which is the core language behind the APIs found in the Apple iOS and Mac OS SDKs.  It presents the essential Objective-C syntax in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy...
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Microsoft Office Excel 2007 for Project ManagersSybex, 2007
Maximize Your Productivity with these Project Management Tools and Skills
    Combine the power of Excel 2007, Microsoft Office SharePoint Server, and sound project management tools to bring added value to your skill set. You'll walk through a project and learn step by step how to use these powerful tools to schedule jobs,...
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The Professional Photographer's Legal HandbookAllworth Press, 2007

Want to make a living in photography? Anyone who does needs this indispensable guide to licensing picture rights. In this accessible and entertaining book, expert Nancy E. Wolff explains copyright, trademark, contracts, and privacy. Real-world examples of cases, laws, and news items torn from today’s headlines illustrate the most...
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Early Blues: The First Stars of Blues GuitarUniversity of Minnessota, 2015

	
		Winner of the 2016 Living Blues Award for Blues Book of the Year

		

		Since the early 1900s, blues and the guitar have traveled side by side. This book tells the story of their pairing from the first reported sightings of blues musicians, to the rise of nationally known stars, to the onset of the Great Depression,...
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Athens, Attica and the Megarid: An Archaeological Guide (Experiences of Archaeology)Routledge, 2001


	The idea for this guidebook arose from a sojourn of several years in Greece.

	During this period it became clear from visits to many sites that, in spite of

	the large number of tourist guides dealing with Greece (especially with Athens,

	Attica and the Megarid), there was no guide which really filled the need for

	reliable...
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